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1. Okay, let's look at the first image. Olivia, what do you see in this image? 
o Hmm...I see jazz musicians, both human and robots. The human jazz musicians represent 
__________ in music. 

2. Now, we are moving onto Image 2. Brian, what about this picture? 
o It shows a person working on a laptop on a beach, which represents __________. 

3. Let's check out the third image. Luna, can you describe this image? 
o Well, it looks like a TikTok sponsored scene, with multiple content creators __________. 

4. Moving on to the fourth image. Kai, what do you notice here? 
o It shows a large group of followers attending a content creator's event. Having a large 
__________ is key for content creators. 

5. Let's take a look at the fifth image. Aria, what's happening in this image? 
o Oh! A content creator is __________ with his fans. He seems very popular. 

6. Now, the sixth image. Noah, what do you notice in this picture? 
o It's a collage, of lifestyle images, and social media content, of a female African American chef. 

She's promoting her personal __________. 
7. On to the seventh image. Imani, can you interpret this picture? 

o It shows, a fashion content creator, __________ the consumer choices of many people. 
8. Let's look at the eighth image. Liam, what does this image suggest? 

o It shows a gaming competition, being __________ to a large audience. 
9. Next, the ninth image. Leah, tell us about this image. 

o It represents __________. This person thinks differently. He's rising easily with balloons, while 
others climb up the hard way. 

10. Moving to the tenth image. Ethan, what's depicted in this image? 
o It shows, a person at a computer, with money coming out, representing __________ content. 

11. Let's consider the eleventh image. Sophia, what do you notice about this image? 
o He's clearly a wellness influencer, __________ by Live Forever dietary supplements. 

12. Next up, the twelfth image. Oliver, what about this image? 
o These people are __________ content, with expensive video cameras. 

13. Thirteenth image. Sara, what does this picture suggest? 
o A person is sitting at a control panel, __________ video and audio content. 

14. Let's check out the fourteenth image. Bella, what do you see in this image? 
o It's a storefront, with handmade goods for pets. I think this is a popular __________ market these 

days. 
15. Finally, the fifteenth image. Jayden, what about this picture? 

o It shows that content creators require digital skills, and they need an understanding of cloud 
computing, so they can reliably __________ their content. 




